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TOP SKI JUMPERS VISIT VAL DI FIEMME
TEAM AUSTRIA TRAIN ON ITALIAN HILLS

Ski Jumping Stadium in Predazzo welcomes Team Austria
Reigning World Champions Morgenstern and Koch successfully test the HS134 hill
Austrians praise the arena and the Italian atmosphere
FIS Summer Grand Prix Nordic Combined in Val di Fiemme next 29 August


No matter what season we are in, Val di Fiemme flies higher than anybody else. In less than six months the Italian valley amongst the beautiful Dolomites will be hosting the 2013 FIS Nordic World Ski Championships and from 20 February to 03 March a bunch of new world champions will get their crowns.  
Concerning the Ski Jumping competitions, last time in Holmenkollen team Austria grabbed the whole amount of gold medals, both male and female, both teams and individual, both normal and large hill. “We look forward to starting the new season and come to Val di Fiemme at our best for the World Champs”, 2011 gold medallist and two times SJ World Cup winner Thomas Morgenstern said at the end of the first training session today in Val di Fiemme. The Austrian team has been training in Val di Fiemme since Sunday and Morgenstern certainly represents one of its best athletes, ready to conquer a new world title next February in Italy. “In my opinion this venue is one of the most amazing and modern of the entire World Cup circuit and the next World Championships here will be absolutely spectacular. My past season was very tough; I trained and raced too much maybe in the summer, and that’s why I’m focusing now on the winter season only and on the Worlds too.” Morgenstern is getting ready to fly higher than anyone else in Val di Fiemme and told us his little secret. “Apart from training I will hopefully get the helicopter licence in one and a half month, then nobody will beat me for sure next year!”.
Martin Koch won the gold medal too in Oslo along with Morgenstern, both in team Normal and Large hill (the Austrian team also included Andreas Kofler and Gregor Schlierenzauer). “I’m pretty sure we can get some important results here in 2013”, Koch claimed, “and we will count on our supporters who will certainly come along and cheer us loudly. We’ve got experience, we know how to win, but what we saw last year was that top athletes are getting closer and closer. Norwegians are certainly the strongest opponents, but also Germans and Japaneses might say their words. Plus Italians, they play at home. It is going to be a tough ‘war’, no doubt, and as said it won’t be easy at all.”
In the past weeks, some other top ski jumpers visited Val di Fiemme and tested the Italian hills, as Olympic gold medallist Simon Ammann, strong Nordic Combined specialist Eric Frenzel of Germany and members of the Russian SJ squad. Next month the Ski Jumping stadium will be hosting several training camps of other national teams. The SJ venue in Predazzo has been totally refurbished in the past months and next 29 August it will be housing the only Italian leg of the 2012 FIS Nordic Combined Summer Grand Prix. Ski Jumping race on the HS 134 large hill is scheduled at 10am, followed by the XC race (roller skiing) at 6pm along a square ring 2,850 meters long (4 laps as a whole) in Predazzo city centre.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com

